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MARGINSMART® Releases Version 6.0 
 

DENMARK, WI — Effective today, MARGINSMART announces the release of Version 6.0. This version 

expands MARGINSMART by adding significant upgrades and features to further enhance MARGINSMART as 

the industry leader in providing dairy producers with highly customized financial projection tools to make 

informed financial decisions. Nearly every area of MARGINSMART has been enhanced. 

To facilitate the improvements, MARGINSMART has thoroughly expanded its conversion metrics. This 

starts with the enhanced ability to identify each feed ingredient as either As-Fed (AF) or Dry Matter (DM). 

MARGINSMART will calculate all reciprocating usage, prices and ultimately feed cost in both metrics. This 

builds on the existing capability for different units of measure and shrink by individual ingredient. 

MARGINSMART now incorporates premixes which make ration entering even easier and more efficient, while 

allowing greater flexibility managing individual feed ingredients and contracts. The combination results in 

increased reporting features by either AF, DM or a combination.  All reports can then be displayed by the 

specific unit of measure and moisture level desired.   

The milk production area has been updated and designed for the future.  While MARGINSMART has 

had the ability to utilize feed efficiency factors in milk production for years now, it expands the ability for 

customers to utilize new features. Users can incorporate component percentages and the program will 

automatically calculate Energy Corrected Milk and various total pounds of components. Customers can choose 

which of those features they want to drive expected milk production revenue.   This base will allow further 

enhancements as the industry’s milk pricing system evolves. 

To facilitate the new features, futures and option prices for 8 more commodities are being pulled into 

MARGINSMART continually. Customers can now incorporate gains and losses, and the hedging management 

for those additional commodities.  Custom hedging policies can be incorporated so that users see the results of 

their specific policy – including each component in real time.  Realized and unrealized gains and losses on all 
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commitments are displayed by contract and can be summarized per the user’s hedging policy.  Users can 

designate up to two futures positions and basis levels for any particular monthly calculation to allow greater 

flexibility in hedging policy.  Additionally, each ingredient mapped to corn, soybeans or soybean meal will be 

able to have its own individual basis calculation methodology further enhancing projected market pricing.  

The incorporation of futures, options and physical contracts is now easier than ever. Users can enter 

multi month contracts with ease.  Futures can easily be spread out over the user’s choice of months which 

span any period.  Updates or contract add-ons can be made with limited effort and prices can be designated 

monthly.  In conjunction with the available customized hedging policy, these features will make projections 

specifically geared toward each user’s preference. 

 Version 6.0 further expands the versatility of projecting other operating income and expenses by 

direct conversions between per cwt. and absolute dollar reporting.  Expanded reporting features also identify 

overall, Class III and Class IV breakeven per cwt. amounts on a monthly basis making price risk management 

decisions easy.  

Founded in 2012, MARGINSMART is privately owned and committed to providing financial tools to 

dairy producers to allow them to make management decisions that positively impact profitability.  

MARGINSMART provides complete customer service to input all information for customers into its web-based 

tool and set regular review meetings via webinars.  Customers can choose to manage their financial decisions 

by either directly accessing MARGINSMART via the internet or by utilizing MARGINSMART’s text and targets 

features directly from their phone.  
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MARGINSMART® is a registered trademark of Dairy Analyzer, LLC® in the United States and/or other countries. 
 
For more information, press only:  

Mark Linzmeier, 920-655-0995, mark@marginsmart.com 
For more information on MARGINSMART® and its features: 

http://www.marginsmart.com 


